Summary.-Among the larval progeny of an irradiated Drosophila melanogaster male there appeared one female whose salivary-gland chromosomes showed extensive rearrangement that involved at least 32 points of breakage, and probably some others. The complexity.is worthy of note, since no rearrangement involving more than 14 breaks had previously been discovered in this laboratory. The breaks in this complex rearrangement are not distributed at random, but are aggregated particularly in the right limb of the third chromosome. Such non-random distribution, coupled with the fact of the occurrence of such a complex rearrangement, prompts further consideration of the factors involved in chromosome recombination.
It has become progressively clear during recent years that the action of ionizing radiations on Drosophila sperm chromosomes develops through two fairly distinct stages, namely, "single-atom effects" and "combination effects."' Single-atom effects are individual alterations of the chromosomes, resulting in actual or potential breaks; and each of them arises from the activation (excitation or ionization) of a single atom during the treatment. According to physical information, atomic activations are produced at random and independently of each other throughout the chromosomal material and throughout the duration of the irradiation. The products of single-atom effects remain separate from one another during the spermatozoon stage. Combination effects occur after fertilization, when the previously produced single-atom effects become apparent, so that the broken ends derived at the different points of rupture can be shuffled and rejoined in new combinations.
It is generally recognized that the laws governing the single-atom effects are known in their essentials, although the corresponding mechanism of action is not. The laws governing the combination effects are less well known. The simplest hypothesis is that, following fertilization, broken chromosome ends may join new partners under conditions of free competition. Experimental evidence does not agree with the implications of this hypothesis ;1 2, 3 therefore it was found necessary to consider mechanisms of "restricted competition." Restrictions on the freedom of competition were thought to arise from spatial and structural relationships between different breaks, but could not be formulated in simple, unequivocal rules. Analogous factors appear to affect the occurrence of chromosomal rearrangements in Tradescantia microspores, where it also appears that chromosomal mechanical stresses may affect differentially the chance for any individual break to reheal.4 All earlier discussions, whether based on the theory of free or of restricted competition, seem to have carried in the background one unformulated assumption, namely, that the rejoining of one or more pairs of broken ends during the process of recombination does not affect the fate of other broken ends otherwise than by reducing the number of broken ends available for further recombinations. This would mean that the fate of one broken end does not influence actively the subsequent behavior of other broken ends.
In fact, the exclusion of any such active influence is not required by logical argument nor by experimental evidence. Stresses along chromosomes and interchromosomal pulls due to interlocking, for instance, may provide mechanisms by which the joining of two broken ends may actively influence the recombination of other broken ends. Therefore, the earlier "unformulated assumption" may serve as a tentative hypothesis only so long as it is not disproved by further experimental evidence. It has already been pointed out3 that the relative frequency of simple and complex rearrangements cannot easily be explained on the basis of existing ideas concerning the combination effects. The recent discovery5 of a complex rearrangement involving at least 32 breaks prompts us now to re-examine the question.
As far as the production of two-break rearrangements is concerued, the present interpretation seems to be satisfactory. The purpose of this paper is to determine how this interpretation should be extended in order to account for the available evidence on complex rearrangements. Two generally recognized results will be taken as a basis: (a) The primary action of x-rays consists of single-atom effects; that is, of individual breaks, produced independently of each other. The average total number of breaks is proportional to the radiation dosage, and the number within each sperm is governed by a Poisson distribution. (b) The observed frequency of two-break rearrangements is proportional to the square of the dosage. (The latter result holds when the dosage is sufficiently low; that is, when the frequency of all rearrangements is small as compared to one.) Evidence that this situation occurs in Drosophila has repeatedly been re-viewed,1 but the most direct evidence on the laws governing the production of individual breaks has been gathered in grasshopper material. 6 Simple mathematical considerations, which are omitted for the sake of brevity, show that the following can be inferred from (a) and (b) within their limits of validity. The chance that any break produced within a sperm will become involved in a two-break rearrangement is proportional to the average number of other breaks present in the same sperm. The establishment of this inference represents a positive achievement, but it does not yet yield a sufficiently complete picture of the process of rearrangement. In fact, this picture might be filled in equally well in either of two alternate ways (as well as intermediate ones), namely: (1) Less than two breaks per sperm are frequently produced, in the usual range of dosage, but it is very likely that a two-break rearrangement will occur whenever two breaks happen to be available in the same sperm. (2) On the average, there are many breaks in every sperm, but each break has only a slight chance of combining with any other single break to give rise to a rearrangement. (In this case it must be assumed that most of the breaks "reheal," because otherwise unhealed breaks would cause dominant lethal effects to a much greater extent than has been observed. 7) To discuss the relationships between two-break and many-break rearrangements, it is well to consider (1) and (2) separately. On the basis of (1), it is possible to estimate from the observed frequency of two-break rearrangements that the total rate of production of breaks should be of the order of 0.4 per sperm per 1000 r x-rays. It is easily seen that this rate is grossly inadequate not only to account for even the occasional occurrence of a 32-break rearrangement within all the x-rayed material ever observed, but also to account for the observed rate of production of less complex rearrangements (e.g., of the 6-break ones). On the basis of (2), the inference established for two-break rearrangements at low dosage appears to represent a principle of "non-interference" between different breaks: the chance for one break to recombine with any other break is not affected by the presence of still other breaks in the same sperm; hence the total chance of recombination of one break is the sum of the chances of its recombining with each of the other breaks in the sperm. This principle of non-interference, which is founded upon experimental evidence as far as two-break rearrangements are concerned, is clearly related to the generally accepted "unformulated assumption" that was discussed above. That this principle applies to complex rearrangements as well may seem plausible; but it remains only a working hypothesis, to be tested by comparison with experimental evidence.
It is not easy to perform this test, because there is no single way in which to develop a mathematical theory from the working hypothesis and thus to obtain theoretical formulae for comparison with quantitative experimental results. Several fragmentary considerations have been taken into account, however, that permit us to state with some assurance that the working hypothesis should be rejected. One such consideration runs as follows: In order that very complex rearrangements may occur even occasionally, the rate of occurrence of breaks should be much larger than previously suspected; and conversely, the chance for any pair of breaks in the same sperm to give rise to a two-break rearrangement should be very small, about 1/ioo or even less. Under these conditions and under the assumption of noninterference between different breaks, complex rearrangements should consist almost exclusively of superimposed two-break rearrangements; while the frequency of more complex "contacts" should be negligible. No such extreme effect has been observed.8 (It is worth noting, however, that more "2 + 2" rearrangements have actually been found than was to be expected on certain other bases.8)
To account for the experimental evidence on the frequency and type of complex rearrangements, therefore, it seems necessary to assume the existence of an active influence between different breaks. Although the chance for any one break to become involved in a rearrangement is to begin with simply proportional to the average number of other breaks in the same sperm, this chance should become materially greater when other breaks themselves become involved in a rearrangement. The assumption of combination effects of this sort does not seem unreasonable, in view of the situation prevailing when the sperm opens up after fertilization. The establishment of an illegitimate union between different parts of the chromosomal complex may well perturb the mechanical phenomena that are developing, so as to draw into rearrangement "potential" breaks (i.e., single-atom effects) that would have rehealed otherwise. On this basis the non-random concentration of breaks observed in parts of the chromosomal complex' could be easily understood, since mechanical perturbations cannot be expected to affect the whole complex uniformly.
Although our assumption may seem fairly satisfactory, it must be stated that the requirements set by the evidence on complex rearrangements are not quite specific, implying only that chromosomal breaks become more readily available to take part in a rearrangement when the rearrangement itself begins to develop from other breaks. Breaks that become more readily available do not logically need to be drawn from the same source (single-atom effects) as the breaks that started the rearrangement. The alternate hypothesis, that breaks are produced by combination effects in some other way does not seem very reasonable in view of general evidence on the behavior of chromosomes; and it would not even be mentioned here, except that some evidence in its favor, even though weak, does exist. The arguments considered earlier in this paper have referred to evidence on the total number of complex rearrangements observed per two-break rearrange-ment, that is, on the relative frequency of complex and simple rearrangements in general. Data are also available, however, on the variation of this relative frequency with x-ray dosage throughout the experimental range (that is, between 1000 and 5000 r); this variation is found to be small.3' 8 This further result cannot be easily explained on the assumption that all breaks originate from single-atom effects. Even though single-atom effects are assumed to be very numerous in each sperm at 1000 r, they should be five times as numerous at 5000 r. The number of breaks constituting raw material on which combination effects can draw during the production of complex rearrangements should thus increase substantially with increasing dosage. This would in turn bring about a corresponding increase in the number of breaks observed per rearrangement, that is, an increase in the "average complexity" of rearrangements. A very small variation in the average complexity is, on the contrary, the result anticipated if it is assumed that the supply of breaks for complex rearrangements does not increase proportionally to the dosage, but much more slowly than that, if at all. This assumption would not necessarily mean that the existence of available breaks is wholly unrelated to the radiation treatment, but that it is related to it through some other mechanism than the singleatom effects.
The fact that the average complexity of x-ray-induced rearrangements depends but little on the dosage might occasion some speculation as to the average complexity of spontaneous rearrangements, inasmuch as these rearrangements might be started by single-atom effects that are analogous to, though much less frequent than, those induced by radiation. Very little can be stated on this subject, by reason of the scarcity of experimental data, except that, in proportion to two-break rearrangements, there are certainly more complex ones in x-ray-treated than in untreated material. For instance, there was found, on the average, in treated material one rearrangement among the types classified as "3-" or "4-" or "2 + 2-" cases per every 2.15 two-break rearrangements. Although this ratio does not vary significantly throughout the dosage range from 1000 to 5000 r,3' 8 none of the spontaneous rearrangements (numbering 50 to 100) ever detected within all species of Drosophila appears to involve more than two breaks. However, the chance of observing occasional more complex rearrangements in nature might have been adversely affected by selection.
Summary.-Evidence on the occurrence of radiation-induced chromosomal rearrangements indicates that breaks become more readily available to take part in a rearrangement after the rearrangement begins to develop from other breaks. The simplest possible mechanism that can be postulated is that a large number of potential breaks is produced in each sperm by the usual x-ray treatment, and that each break has a chance of rehealing that is originally large but can be substantially lessened by some mechanical perturbation arising after fertilization when a rearrangement happens to be started by two other breaks. Consideration of further experimental evidence may indicate, however, that some of the breaks involved in complex rearrangements niay not have been produced initially by radiation.
Appendix.-To evaluate the chance of survival of organisms carrying complex chromosomal rearrangements, the following mathematical problems have been considered. Let I chromosome limbs be broken at b points: (1) in how many different ways can the resulting broken ends rejoin regardless of whether the final configuration contains polycentric or acentric sections? (2) In how many different ways can the same broken ends rejoin under such conditions that the final configuration contains no polycentric or acentric section? The answer to the first question is known to be:8
The answer to the second question is:
Assuming that all recombinations arising from b breaks in I limbs are equally probable, the average chance of survival of such a recombination is given by the ratio of (2) to (1) , that is:
Using Stirling's formula, when b > > 1, this formula becomes approximately:
For example, when b = 32, 1 = 6, the quantity (3') is 0.03. In other words, about 3 per cent of recombinations involving 32 breaks distributed among all chromosomes of D. melanogaster should survive. This calculation does not apply straightforwardly to the evaluation of the probability of observing a rearrangement such as that described by Kaufmann," for several reasons. First, it is not true that all recombinations arising from b breaks in 1 limbs are equally probable, because the actual distribution of breaks into "contacts" is known to affect the probability of recombination. One should therefore calculate the numbers of viable and unviable recombinations for the special class of rearrangement considered; for instance, for the " 10 + 10 + 4 + 2 + 2 + 2" rearrangements. General formulae for this purpose are not available. Second, the calculation per-GENETICS: K. SAX formed above does not exclude the possibility that some broken ends may rejoin in the original order. Finally, recombinations involving acentric sections (deficiencies) may occasionally survive when these sections are sufficiently short; this actually happened in the case described by Kaufmann. 5 We think, however, that the results obtained from (3) or (3') would not be greatly affected even if all objections could be taken into account quantitatively, and that therefore these formulae may offer a fair indication of the chance of survival of complex rearrangements. Previous investigations' have shown that differential sensitivity to xrays of Tradescantia microspores seems t.o be related to factors which change the spatial and structural relations of the chromosomes and alter their capacity for movement. If such mechanical factors are involved, any treatment which would tend to increase the stress or movement of the chromosomes during or immediately following irradiation should increase the incidence of chromosomal aberrations. This hypothesis has been tested by subjecting Tradescantia microspores to centrifugal forces during and following x-ray treatment.
The types of aberrations produced by x-rays and the relation between dosage and aberration frequency have been described in an earlier paper.2 Irradiation at prophase produces chormatid breaks in which one or both sister chromatids may be affected. The aberrations are of two general types: simple deletions or 1-hit aberrations, and fusion or exchanges be-
